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Athletics: 

This week in sports is the buildup to an exciting start of the 

season for basketball and wrestling next week.  All sports 

will be in action as the Rangers take on Bloomingdale and 

Marcellus in basketball on the varsity level.  The Middle 

School basketball team will be playing White Pigeon and 

so will the Middle School wrestlers.  The Varsity wrestling 

team will be traveling to Marcellus on Saturday the 20th to 

square off with Marcellus and White Pigeon. 

 

Before the season even starts we have had a schedule 

change for our JV basketball teams.  Bloomingdale did not 

have enough athletes to field a JV squad for boys or girls so our varsity teams are both traveling 

to Bloomingdale on Tuesday.   

 

The two ticket rule will be in effect and please make sure everyone involved knows that if you 

are not on the list that is being created by the coaches’ entrance to the event will not be 

permitted.  All schools are charging admission unless the spectator has a league pass.  All 

protocols for Covid must be adhered to or the spectators will be asked to leave. 

 

All athletes participating in basketball must wear masks for the entirety of the game.  During 

play if the mask falls down below the nose or chin the referee will have the player leave the 

court.  It is paramount that all athletes adhere to this rule.  If this rule cannot be followed play 

may be suspended.   

 

The wrestling teams will not need to wear masks.  All wrestlers will be part of the Covid rapid 

testing which will take place before weigh-ins.  The rapid test is a 15 minute test that will 

determine if an athlete is positive or negative for Covid.  If a positive test is determined, contact 

tracing will be conducted and the athlete and anyone in his or her cohort will not be allowed to 

participate. 

 

Overall, with all the changes that have taken place within the last year we are grateful to be 

back on the hardwood and the mats.  A successful season ultimately depends on the athletes, 
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coaches and fans following the rules set forth by the MHSAA and the protocols outlined by the 

State of Michigan. 

 

Mask Up and Play On. 

 

Go Rangers!! 

               

 

Cassopolis Middle School  
The first semester has come and gone and the start of the 

second semester brings more fun and excitement here at the 

Middle School.   
 

We are officially official! 

Our new sign has been installed and the old elementary sign has been taken 

down.  It looks absolutely amazing!  
  

 
 

 
We have had an outpouring of generosity from the 

community. We had a beautiful sledding hill with no sleds. 

That changed this 

past week and the 

students have 

enjoyed them 

tremendously. We 

don't know all the 

donors but we want to 

thank each and every 

one who provided a 

sled to the middle 

school.  
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Culture Day 

When the new semester started on January 25th we had a large number of students 

return to in-person learning.  Some came from virtual while others came from the 

Academy.  We had a handful of students that were brand new to the district that were 

just getting to see the school in-person.  For this reason we had a culture day that 

Monday.  All Students reviewed classroom norms, school wide expectations, participated in 

different team building activities, “Met” the staff through google slides, participated in a 

kahoot to learn more about the people in the building and just spent the day being kids, 

getting to know each other and having fun. 
 

    
 

We are SO excited to announce our school was awarded two grants from Midwest Energy 
Communication (MEC) One grant will cover in-wall bottling filling stations at the middle 
school. The other grant will provide a certified Crisis Prevention Instructor. We can't thank 
MEC enough for these amazing opportunities to enhance our district! 
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CLASSROOM FUN! 
 

6th-grade students used a rock tumbler to see what would happen to rocks 
after several days of being in the tumbler. 

 

      
 

  

 Geometry is not so intimidating when you can 

work in small groups. Mr. Luckey's class is 

working hard during morning math. 
  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  
  
           Ms. Holderbaum brought some  
             feathered friends in to visit. 
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In Middle School Ag, students learned egg anatomy by cracking open fresh eggs and hard 
boiled eggs. They got to candle their eggs to see the structures from the outside and look 

forward to next week when they will get to see what their eggs look like without shells!

       
 

 

Forces and motion are always more fun when you get to slap coins and eggs 
around.  As Ms. Crowe says “It’s science, it is supposed to be messy” 
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Each quarter the PBIS team collects all the Blue Bucks students have earned, then 
draws a winner from each grade. The winners are Brody K., Sienna Y., and Olivia H. 

Great work Rangers!!! 

 

  
 

 

 
Our own Mrs. Ridge has 
been nominated for 
teacher of the week 
from Junior 
Achievement! 
 

“Thank you to Mrs. 
Kylee Ridge, 6th grade 
teacher at Cassopolis 
Middle School, for your 
dedication and 
commitment to the 
students in Cass, 
Michigan. You're 
amazing!” 
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Black History Month 

To help celebrate Black History month we are having students from all 
grade levels read biographies during morning announcements about a 
notable figure from Black History, past or present.  We follow the 
readings with a trivia question.  Classes call in to test their knowledge 
of Black History.  So far Mrs. Ward’s class is in the lead.  Classes are 
also encouraged to decorate their classroom doors to pay homage to 
our theme.  During our end of the day announcements, Mrs. May’s 
moment always contains a quote from a notable figure in Black 
History.  
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NWEA Testing 

Our testing has wrapped up for the Winter.  Each student received a 

small treat for each subject area that they improved in and if they 

improved in all three areas they received a $2 blue bucks card, as 

well.  Both the 7th and 8th grade classes had their grade level averages 

in all three subject areas increase from Fall to Winter so the entire grade 

level received a special treat at lunch.   
 

 
 

You’ve been LOVED and Secret Valentine 
 

Students were “LOVED” during the first two weeks of 

February. A classroom received a poster on their door and 

a treat.  They then had to pass the love to another 

classroom. This continued until every classroom was 

LOVED. 
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Our staff participated in Secret Valentine - similar to 

Secret Santa.  Since we weren’t together in December we 

decided to wait and give each other gifts for Valentine’s 

Week.  Monday through Wednesday the secret Valentine 

would leave a small gift on their recipient’s desk and then 

Thursday they revealed their identity and gave them a 

larger gift.   

The LOVE has definitely been felt at the Middle School 

this month. 
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Second Quarter Honor Roll 
 

Our students that had all A’s and/or B’s for the second quarter 

were presented with their certificates.  The second quarter was 

a mix of in-person and virtual learning for many and they were 

resilient and stayed strong with their academics. Virtual 

students will get their certificates mailed home later.  
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Buildings and Grounds Maintenance:  Brian Smith, Manager 

 Snow plowing and ice control have been in the forefront for the last month.  

     

 Cleaning and sanitizing continues district wide. Thank you to the custodial 
team for all that you do for our students and staff. Providing your services 
and expertise to keep everyone safe is much appreciated.   
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 Internal maintenance requests are being processed at an 86% completion 
rate. Thank you to teachers and staff for utilizing our system to get things 
done. 

 

 

Transportation: 

 The team continues to place students on 
routes who are returning from the virtual 
platforms. We currently have 6 routes for AM 
pickups and PM drop-offs. Thank you to our 
drivers for everything you do as well. You are 
our smiling face in the morning and our 

friendly goodnight at the end of the day. 

 With the return of sports; the team has been busy setting up transportation 
to and from away events. Buses and school vehicles will be utilized for all 
away activities. 

 We have upgraded some camera systems on 4 buses to help with COVID-19 
contact tracing. If an issue would arise, we would very quickly be able to 
access information from video. 

 Scheduled bus and vehicle maintenance is ongoing. 
 

 

Curriculum/Grants/Assessments 
 
WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO PREPARE FOR THE SAT? 
 
Start early 

 
We know that ideally, you’d like 
all the time in the world to 
prepare for a test, but that’s not a 

luxury high school students have. Your junior and senior 
year are packed with important events, so it’s important 
to plan where your SAT fits in. Choose an SAT date far 
enough in advance that you have time to prepare—we 
recommend 2–3 months. Starting early gets you to gauge how much you need to study each 
week and helps you prevent cramming. Students who start studying earlier do better on the SAT 
and have more confidence going into the test. 
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Study with Official SAT Practice on Khan Academy 
 

It’s no surprise that one of the best ways to prepare for the SAT is to study, and we 
recommend you use the official resources created by the makers of the SAT. College 
Board partnered with Khan Academy for a new and improved approach to SAT test 
preparation that’s tailored to you and absolutely free. It’s called Official SAT Practice, 
and it’s the most comprehensive and official SAT study resource available. Khan 
Academy creates a study plan and guide just for you based on your PSAT/NMSQT® or 
past SAT scores along with your upcoming test date. We recommend you spend 6–20 
hours preparing for your first SAT. Make sure you reserve enough time to take at least 
one full-length practice test (about 4 hours if you practice the essay as well), and give 
yourself time to review the concepts you’re struggling with. 
To access your personalized study plan, make sure your College Board and Khan 
Academy accounts are linked. For information on how to do this, click here. 
 
Take a full-length practice test 
 

Taking a full-length SAT practice test is one of the best ways to prepare for your SAT, 
and College Board makes several full-length practice tests available for free on Official 
SAT Practice. Taking a practice test that follows the same timing parameters you’ll 
experience on test day gives you a strong indication of how you’ll score on the real SAT. 
Our research shows that your score on an official, full-length practice test taken after 
studying and within a couple weeks of your test date is highly predictive of the score 
you’ll receive on the actual SAT. Practice test results will also provide you with insight 
on what you need to work on as you approach the real test. 
We recommend treating each full-length practice test you take as if you’re really taking 
the SAT. Start at 8 a.m. on a Saturday, follow section timing guidelines, only take 
breaks as they are given on the SAT, and put away your cell phone. In addition to 
showing you what areas you are struggling with, taking a practice test builds your SAT 
test-taking confidence because it shows how it feels to take an SAT. Taking a practice 
test familiarizes you with the structure of the test, pacing of test questions, and how 
you’ll feel at 8 a.m. on a Saturday—important things to know before you take the real 
SAT. Click here to access practice tests on Official SAT Practice. 
 

 
.  
Parent Echo Viewer- 
Parents can get notifications through ECHO about students’ grades. 
Use the Parent Echo User Guide- found on our website to find out how. 
 
 

 

Student Motivation Tips: 

 
 

 

https://www.khanacademy.org/sat?utm_source=cbblog-prepare&utm_medium=cb418-cbblg&utm_campaign=cbblog
https://signup.collegeboard.org/official-sat-practice/
https://www.khanacademy.org/mission/sat/exams?utm_source=cbblog-prepare&utm_medium=cb418-cbblg&utm_campaign=cbblog
http://www.cassopolis.k12.mi.us/UserFiles/Servers/Server_12205019/Image/Ross%20Beatty/ECHO%20PARENT%20USER%20GUIDE%202%20(2).pdf
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